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Interesting UR6
A patient with nearly ideal occlusion shows how even a small change might mean big treatment  

New patient with essentially an ideal occlusion, except UR6 is almost submerged. 14.5-year-old 

male. Just got the older panorex, so I thought I would post both and get everyone’s thoughts.

2014 (age 10):

 

Current (age 14):

No trauma history could be recalled. Look at how long the palatal root seems to be on UR6. 

Could that be related? What do you think? n

I don’t know if the palatal root is causing this. Seems like it’s likely ankylosed. I have seen 

second molars with inverted J-hook-type roots that would not come down (similar to a fishhook) … 

but these roots look pretty straight to me? The way I see it, there are two ways to go:

1. Stay off UR6 and build up to full-size steel wire on the rest of the teeth, then bond UR6 

and try to piggyback it down with NiTi wires. If you see a posterior open bite develop on 

the right, it’s ankylosed.

2. You take out the UR6 right away, move UR7 into first molar spot and let the UR8 erupt to 

become the new second molar. n

I’m most likely going to recommend Option 2. No ortho for a long time. UR7, although lower 

than UR6, hasn’t even broken through the gingiva. Probably delayed since the bone development 

is screwed up by UR6. n

Weird—I have never seen a 6 act that way. If you have it extracted, please post what the OMFS 

says about the tooth. Good thing you had the previous X-ray, or else you would have thought 

the 6 was just caught under the bi for some reason. That may have led to a bigger surprise when 

you tried to bring it up. I think you are better off getting it out than trying heroics to get it in. 

Hopefully the 7/8 will be normal. Good luck! n
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I had another patient a few years ago with the same tooth ankylosed, but that case was more 

obvious, and as I remember he had a history of severe caries in primary teeth with multiple 
abscesses, so I always thought that was somehow related in that case. This current patient has 
an immaculate mouth. n

Especially since the UR7 is not through tissue I would extract UR6 and just allow the UR7 
to drift mesially as long as possible. For what it is worth, I have seen quite a few of these scenarios. 
None can remember an injury. A few we left the 6 submerged and just lined up all the other teeth 
and the 7. The others we mesialized the 7. n

I would also ask the OMFS if he/she thinks a bone graft after extraction of the UR6 would 
be wise. I say this because I would not want to bring the UR7 through a boney defect later on. n

I posted this a while back regarding a similar tooth.  Maybe it will be relevant here.
[Editor’s note: View this message board online to view this link.] 
Best of luck. Terry n

If roots are not dilacerated and no other mechanical explanation can be found, then the only 
explanation is primary failure of eruption (PFE). Have had a number of these. Can be limited 
to a single tooth—most commonly a first molar—but can also involve multiple teeth. My oral 
exam on the ABO included a case of PFE involving an entire segment. The problem is genetic. 
Dr. Sylvia Frazier-Bowers at UNC has written and lectured on the problem. Here’s a link to a 
2007 article in the AJO. 

[Editor’s note: View this message board online to view this link.] 
These teeth do not respond to orthodontic forces. I would extract the 6 and hope that the 7 

is not involved and can be substituted. Good luck. n

I have to disagree with your characterization of this as PFE. PFE affects all teeth distal to 
the affected tooth; in this case, the second molar has erupted farther than the first molar. Now, 
we cannot be certain that the second molar will continue to erupt, of course, but this is not 
the presentation of PFE described in the literature. Also, it does appear that the first molar did 
erupt at first, but then something happened, and it stopped erupting, giving it the appearance of 
“de-erupting” as the rest of the teeth and jaws continued to grow. n
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Every case is a journey with multiple paths!
This message board is a great example of how Townies can get advice and 
share different techniques with their peers. To see more cases like this or to 
share your own, visit orthotown.com/messageboard.
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